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Abstract

Physical Hybrid Model

Leopold Weingarten

A method has been developed, Physical Hybrid Model, to investigate 
the physical large scale electrical effects of a Battery Energy 
Storage System (BESS) on a distribution grid by scaling the 
response from a small size Research Development and Demonstration 
(RD&D) platform. In order to realize the model the control system 
of an existing RD&D platform was refurbished and stability of 
components ensured. The Physical Hybrid Model proceeds as follows:

1. Data from a distribution grid are collected.
2. A BESS cycle curve is produced based on analyzed measurements.
3. Required BESS power and capacity in investigated grid is scaled
    down by factor k to that of the physical test installation of
    the RD&D platform.
4. The scaled BESS cycle is sent as input to control of the battery
    cycling of the RD&D platform.
5. The response from the RD&D platform is scaled – up, and used in
    simulation of the distribution grid to find the impact of a
    BESS.

The model was successfully implemented on a regional distribution 
grid in southern Sweden.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
En metod har tagits fram för att undersöka ett eller flera (storskaliga) batterisystems påverkan på ett 

distributionsnät. Detta sker genom en kombination av analyserade mätvärden ifrån ett elektriskt 

distributionsnät, en modell i ett simuleringsprogram för elektriska flöden och en praktisk verifiering i 

en Forskning Utveckling och Demonstrationsanläggning (FUD). FUD-anläggningens befintliga 

kontrollsystem och fysisk prestanda sågs över och utvecklades så att önskad styrning och stabilitet 

kunde erhållas. Förfaringssättet benämns fortsättningsvis Hybridmodell.  

Hybridmodellen är utvecklad inom ett Vinnovaprojekt – ”Smart Grid energilager” och är genomförd 

som examensprojekt inom civilingenjörsprogrammet i energisystem, givet vid Uppsala universitet och 

SLU. Projektet har även fungerat som underlag till en artikel inom en konferens rörande framtidens 

elnät.
1
 

Tillgång till el förväntas öka från energikällor med stor variation, som exempelvis sol eller vindkraft. 

Detta leder till ett glapp mellan konsumtion och produktion som måste hanteras. Variationer i 

spänning och ström kan förekomma över olika tidsintervaller, börjar från tider under millisekunder 

och sträcker sig till variationer över säsongsbasis. Detta projekt studerar uteslutande variationer på 

timbasis, detta på grund av tillgänglig data. Den intermittenta aspekten i produktionen måste 

kompenseras på något sätt för att undvika allvarliga variationer i nätspänning och/eller frekvens. 

Elnätsbolag har i stor utsträckning möjlighet att erhålla mätdata per timbasis. 

För att matcha produktion och konsumtion kan energi mellanlagras i ett batterilager, det krävs dock en 

bra modell över ett lagersystem för att kunna göra förutsägelser om hur ett eventuellt lager kan 

utjämna variationer i elnätet. Om ett batteri skall simuleras krävs en model som teoretiskt beter sig 

som ett batterilager gör i verkligheten. Detta innebär förenklingar av batterilagret, och dessa 

förenklingar kan över tid avvika från funktionen av ett verkligt batterilager. Ett batteri är en 

komplicerad icke-linjär komponent vars förluster och prestanda skiljer sig i relation till belastning, 

energiinnehåll och uttagen effekt. 

För att utveckla en bättre modell över ett tänkt batterilager kan en modell över ett elektriskt nät, eller 

en erhållen spänning och ström från en punkt i nätet, kombineras med ett verkligt batterilager. Det 

verkliga batterilagersystemet i hybridmodellen återfinns i den tidigare nämnda FUD-anläggningen. 

FUD-anläggningen består av batterier, solceller, vindgenerator, bränslecell, elektrolysör och 

vätgaslager. Kontrollsystemet i FUD-anläggningen sågs över och utveckling var nödvändig för att 

önskad stabilitet och funktionalitet skulle kunna erhållas vid cykling. FUD-anläggningen 

kompletterades även med styrbar last samt komponenter sågs över för att säkerställa att möjlig cykling 

kunde utföras. FUD-anläggningen är nu mer anpassningsbar och med den är det möjligt att utföra 

experiment som syftar till att undersöka hur komponenter i framtidens elnät kan tänkas se ut och 

samverka med varandra, och med elnätet. 

Det erhållna svaret från FUD-anläggningen analyserades för att ge en bättre bild över hur 

förbrukningsprofilen för spänning och ström kan korrigeras. Genom en kombination av verkliga data 
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och simulerade svar kunde därigenom effekten av ett batterilager i ett regionnät undersökas utan de 

kostsamma investeringar som krävs för fullskalig installation av ett batterilager. 

Hybridmodellen innefattar följande moment: 

1. Mätdata samlas in från ett verkligt distributionsnät. 

2. Mätdata analyseras, ytterligare laster eller produktion kan vid behov adderas till mätdata 

vartefter önskad battericykling erhålls. 

3. Effektflöde för önskad battericykling och batterikapacitet skalas ned för FUD-anläggning, 

genom skalningsfaktorn k. 

4. FUD-anläggning cyklas och svar mäts. 

5. Den faktiska responsen från lagret skalas upp och inkluderas i en nätsimulering vartefter 

nätflödet analyseras och jämförs med önskat energiflöde. 

En veckas cykling genomfördes för ett regionalt nät på 10 kV:s spänningsnivå. Skalningsfaktorn 

kunde bestämmas till 178 och från implementering av Hybridmodellen var det tydligt att FUD-

anläggningens svar för fördröjt och att batteriinnehållet skilde sig för olika för urladdning under olika 

effekter. Det är en viktig lärdom att batteriinnehållet i idealfallet skiljer sig från det verkliga fallet, och 

denna typen av experiment kan fungera som ett kraftfullt verktyg för att utreda påverkan av ett 

batterilager på elnätet utan att behöva bygga ett fullskaligt lager. Lärdomar från denna studie kan även 

användas som underlag för utveckla bättre modeller, som gör bättre förutsägelser av hur batterilager 

påverkar nätet. 

  



 

 

   

Executive summary 
A method, Physical Hybrid Model, was successfully implemented in which the effect of a full size 

battery energy storage system on a regional distribution grid was investigated. A real measurement, or 

a simulation based on a real measurement with inclusion of additional production or loads, is used as 

input for determining a battery cycling curve and measuring the scaled response of a smaller physical 

energy storage system, the RD&D platform. The functionality of the RD&D platform was greatly 

enhanced within this master thesis project.   

The basis for calculating the battery cycle can be easily modified depending on the required 

application of the storage, and implementation is done in Matlab, in combination with a commercial 

power system analysis tool. In the model an arbitrary grid can be stressed based on foreseen new 

production. Optimal battery cycling can be investigated in order to derive the best match of production 

and consumption, minimize voltage and current fluctuations or reduce losses. 

From the implementation of the Physical Hybrid Model important knowledge was gained about the 

operation of the RD&D platform and its control and measurement system was troubleshooted. Further 

experiments with load following can be implemented with ease.  
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1 Introduction 
 

Fossil fuel supplies over 80 % of the global energy demand [1] and global energy usage is predicted to 

annually grow by 1.2 % until 2035 [2]. Growing energy consumption is proposed primarily to be met 

by conventional oil and marginally by introduction of new sources of renewable energy [2]. Due to 

geo-physical limitations, it is questionable if increased energy demand will correlate to increase 

production of fossil fuels [3]. Furthermore, combustion of fossil fuels contributes to increased global 

warming [4]. Anticipated energy shortage and climate consideration makes it important to investigate 

solutions that decrease and optimize energy usage. 

A solution that might solve the outlined problem is  energy supplied from intermittent renewable 

energy sources (such as wind or solar) in combination with a system to handle effect of variability [5], 

[6]. An increase in energy demand might be met by large-scale intraregional projects [7], or 

distributed small-scale PV system [8] or wind power systems [9]. 

If a high penetration of electricity 

production from intermittent 

sources in a regional distribution 

grid is examined, variations on 

short and long time scales should 

be considered [10]. A likely future 

scenario is that data of a high 

precision from DSO:s 

(Distribution System Operators) 

will be analyzed in order to 

optimize energy usage. In the near 

future, hourly data will be made 

available for costumers connected 

to the grid [11]. When analyzing 

variability on timescales of one 

hour the most important 

phenomenon to consider is 

overloading, voltage magnitude 

variations or power quality 

disturbances [12], [13] & [10].  

To handle the variability from 

wind and solar power there are 

different types of storage systems 

available, such as pumped hydro, compressed air, battery storage systems and flywheel [14]. An 

energy storage system can affect the grid in several ways (see Figure 1). 

There are several types of energy storage systems available. For overview, see reference [14]. This 

project is limited to Lead-Acid and Lithium-Ion battery types. The market share of Lead-Acid batteries 

Figure 1. Possible uses of energy storage in power systems 

[20]. 
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is high, 45 percent globally for total battery end-usage. The market share of Lead-Acid batteries is 

most likely going to be maintained on a high level [15]. The two biggest drawbacks of Lead-Acid 

batteries are the low life cycle and the low energy density [15]. The Lithium-Ion batteries are today 

more expensive than Lead-Acid batteries, but can work on a higher temperature and power range. 

They have higher energy density and lower energy losses [15] . 

 

1.1 Aim 

The aim of this thesis is to develop a model that evaluates the physical effect(s) of a (or several) 

Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) in a regional distribution grid on the basis of measured (and 

simulated) grid data, scaled and cycled on a physical storage installation, the RD&D platform of STRI 

AB in Ludvika. 

In order to fulfill the aim the following method was used: 

 Collect measurements from a real grid. 

 Analyze measurement to retrieve loading cycle curve for BESS in investigated grid. 

 Scale BESS loading cycle based on maximal capacity, discharge and/or charge power. 

 Measure response from RD&D platform. 

 Analyze and relate response of RD&D platform. 

 

1.2 Method 

Before the actual implementation of the Physical Hybrid Model could take place the RD&D platforms 

functionality, stability and control were investigated and improvements were made in order to secure a 

sustainable test platform needed for the cycling experiments. The Physical Hybrid Model 

methodology proceeded as following: 

Measured data from a regional distribution grid is obtained in a point of the grid were the effect of a 

BESS is to be studied. Alternatively measured data is used in order to create a model in a commercial 

simulation tool were current grid situation is modified with new production and/or consumption. In the 

second case, the imagined future production and consumption in a grid is generated in Matlab. 

The actual or derived load profile(s) are analyzed in Matlab to generate a loading cycle curve for a 

battery energy system. The basis for the loading cycle can be the grids technical limitations or 

economical limitations, for example demand-response signals based on electrical spot price. 

The battery storage of the RD&D platform is cycled in accordance to loading cycle curve. Response 

from RD&D platform is scaled and added to the original power flow and fed to power system analysis 

tool. The result of the load flow is processed in Matlab and compared with the battery cycle curve. 

 

1.3 Limitations of scope 

The following limitations have been imposed on the study.  
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 No possibility to perform peak production shaving because the charger power output of the 

RD&D could not be varied. 

 Study of overloading and voltage variation by different battery storage locations were 

excluded due to a reduced power system model. 

 

1.4 Thesis layout 

In Chapter 1, the general problem is introduced and the need for a battery energy system is set into 

perspective as well as the consideration taken in this master thesis. 

In Chapter 2, a general overview of the electrical grid is made and the Hosting Capacity concept is 

explained as well as the components of a Battery Energy Storage System; Battery and State of Charge 

(SOC), Converter and Charger. Furthermore, the BEMS (Battery Energy Management Systems) and 

large BESS installations are discussed. The chapter ends with a description of the Studied grid, from 

where real measurements are collected. 

In Chapter 3, the Physical RD&D installation and performed improvements, a description is made of 

the RD&D platform and adaptations that were needed in order to realize the Physical Hybrid Model. 

In Chapter 4, the process of retrieving data and the model in the commercial power system simulation 

program Simpow is presented. The chapter starts with the General implementation of the Physical 

Hybrid Model and continues to describe two different scenarios of implementation; Peak production 

shaving with simulated overload and Load following on basis of load profile. 

In Chapter 5 results from experiment and simulation is revealed and in the final, Chapter 6, the results 

are discussed. 
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2 Background 
2.1 The electrical grid 

The aim of the electrical grid is to transmit power from producers to consumers. Producers (GS – 

generator station in Figure 2) are often geographically separated from consumers (industrial, 

residential and commercial in Figure 2) and it is challenging to create an optimal match between 

consumption and production. The electrical grid consists of different voltage levels in order to 

minimize losses for transmission (high current give high losses) and is constituted mainly by AC 

power (Figure 2). From [16] the basic dynamics of the AC-electrical grid, which constitute a 

regulatory challenge, are: 

 

Figure 2. Schematic picture of the electrical grid [16]. 
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 Operation of (or with the goal of) constant voltages. 

 Prime movers convert the primary source of energy to mechanical energy, and (synchronous) 

machines convert mechanical energy to electrical energy. 

 Several components are combined in order to transmit electrical power over a wide area (for 

further studies of the components, the reader is referred to textbooks such as [16] or [17]). 

Further, it is important to note that it is common practice to classify the transmission network into the 

following subgroups [16]: 

 Transmission system – interconnects major generator stations and main load centers, 

generally, at voltage levels above 230 kV. 

 Sub transmission system – interconnects transmission substations and larger consumers. Exact 

voltage level can be unclear as the system expands. 

 Distribution system – final stage towards the consumer. Primary voltage is typically between 

4.0 kV and 34.5 kV at transformer side before the end-user. 

The distribution system used in this study is explained in detail under section 2.6 Studied grid. 
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2.2 Hosting Capacity 

 

Adding new production or consumption in a distribution grid will affect the power flow in the grid. 

The performance of the grid might improve or deteriorate (see Figure 3) for the majority of connected 

costumers. A distribution grid has a limit, a maximal capacity, called the Hosting Capacity limit, 

defined as the amount of new production or load that can be connected with acceptable performance of 

the grid. Deterioration is quantified through chosen phenomena’s performance indices. The Hosting 

Capacity limit can differ greatly between different grids. 

 

 

 

In [10] an approach for obtaining the Hosting Capacity (HC) is outlined. 

1. Choose a phenomenon and one or more performance indices. 

2. Determine a suitable limit or limits. 

3. Calculate the performance index or indices as a function of the amount of generation. 

4. Obtain the hosting capacity. 
 

The studied phenomena can be overload, overvoltage or frequency variations, governed by one or 

several performance indices. Some examples are give in Table 1[18]: 

Figure 3. The Hosting Capacity approach acceptable value of phenomenon is defined for a 

chosen performance index(ces). After a certain limit the deterioration will no longer be 

acceptable [21]. 
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Table 1. Examples of phenomenas and correlating performance indices [18]. 

Phenomenon Performance index 

Overloading Max hourly values of current through 

line/transformer 

Overvoltage Max voltage value per 10 minute voltage value 

Events Number of occurrences per year 

 

If wind power is to be considered from a HC perspective it is important to investigate the voltage 

regulation, voltage balance and overload in transmission grid [12]. 
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2.3 Battery components 

Batteries need to operate at their desired 

voltage level, which generally is at 12 V for a 

single Lead-Acid battery pack [19]. 

In Figure 4, a general layout of a battery 

system is visualized. The batteries are 

generally connected in series and parallel in 

order to increase possible output power and 

output energy as desired. 

The batteries are typically interconnected with 

one or several filter systems, consisting of 

capacitors and inductors to create desired 

damping effects. 

A converter connects the battery pack to the AC system. The converter often has control algorithms 

implemented in order to control power flow, so that desired health of the batteries will be upheld. The 

converter can be bundled with other components in order to control, for example, frequency or phase 

angel of the system. Such a unit is a Voltage Source Converter (the reader is encouraged to study this 

component and similar in detail, in for example [16] or [20], for overview of control problems related 

to distributed generation). As batteries normally operate at lower voltage levels than the grid they are 

connected to, a transformer unit is needed as well. In the following section, the components of a 

Battery Energy System is covered.  

2.3.1 Electrochemical layout of batteries 

The battery is in principal a device converting chemical energy to electrical energy by the means of an 

electrochemical oxidation-reduction process (see Figure 5). 

In practice, the battery is a rather complicated device to model because 

[21]: 

  Battery capacity varies with discharge current. 

 The battery capacity varies with temperature 

 A battery has hysteresis, which result in losses. 

 Relaxation affects a battery. 

 Size of anode and cathode affect the performance. 

 Aging of a battery affects the performance. 

 

These factors make each battery design highly individual and it can be 

difficult to retrieve information about a specific battery type. It is not 

enough to be aware of the electrolyte composition, as the physical size 

of the anode and cathode affect the battery behavior equally. The 

battery is combined into cells and arrays and controlled by a BEMS 

(Battery Energy Management System). 

Figure 5. Schematic picture of 

a battery  [18]. 

Figure 4. Schematic overview of a Battery 

Energy Storage System 
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2.3.1.1 Lead-Acid batteries 

A charge-discharge curve of a Lead-Acid battery cell can be seen in Figure 6. It should be noted that 

during a relatively long period the voltage of the battery is rather constant. 

The self-discharge of Lead-Acid batteries is quite high, after 100 days of storage, situated in 25 

degrees Celsius it might be reasonable to assume that only 50 % of the storage capability has been 

retained [15]. 

The traditional internal Lead-Acid cell grid is regional, but there are many other internal grid types in 

place. One Lead-Acid cell is typically 2.1 V nominal [15]. The internal resistance in lead acid cells is 

relatively constant when the charge efficiency is well below the voltage threshold, 2.1 V [21]. 

 

 

 

2.3.1.2 Lithium-Ion batteries 

One advantage with Lithium-Ion batteries as storage system are that they have a relatively constant 

relationship of voltage and capacity. The loss during a loading cycle can be relatively linear. The 

capacity change during a loading cycle can be seen in Figure 7. It is important to note that hysteresis 

affect Lithium-Ion batteries. When utilizing a Lithium-Ion battery the available energy is lower than 

the energy charged into the battery. This is due to losses explained in previous sections. Hysteresis 

effect both the Lead-Acid batteries and Lithium-Ion batteries, which makes them comparable in a 

general sense. 

Figure 6. Typical charge – discharge curve of a lead acid battery cell [19]. 
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Figure 7. Lithium-Ion batteries as storage system batteries [15]. 

Lithium-Ion batteries consists of a wide range of subgroups, were the ion type is the deviating factor. 

Lithium-Ion batteries have high energy density in correlation to weight, long life, and a low self-

discharge rate [15]. 

 

2.3.1.3 Modeling State of Charge 

The capacity of a battery depends, on its most simple form, on the internal temperature and the rate of 

discharge [22]. A more complex model would include a multitude of variables, such as the amount of 

available active material, the active-material current density and frequency [23], [24] with 

measurements obtained by very high accuracy, using for example a Wien bridge [25].  

When using a battery, or a battery system, in electrical engineering it is desirable to deduct a model 

composed of formal electrical components relying on a limited amount of variables, such as the 

external battery temperature and the open circuit voltage. Lead-Acid batteries are well studied in 

literature, and such models can be found in [21]. Simulation parameters for Lithium-Ion batteries have 

not been found to be available, but premade code blocks can be found in for example [26]. 

It is important to note that the battery open circuit voltage cannot alone be taken as a measurement for 

the residing energy in a BESS. In Figure 8 an estimation of the State of Charge is done only on basis 

of the open circuit voltage. Due to effects explained in Section 2.3.1, Electrochemical layout of 

batteries, the voltage at discharge does not represent the same state of charge as the voltage at charge. 

It is therefore important to base a State of Charge approximation on several different parameters, such 

as a combination of the number of cycles (age), the energy flux in current cycle (Coulomb counting) 

and the open circuit voltage [27]. 
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2.3.2 Converter / inverter 

 

Converters are used for transformation from AC to DC and vice versa. A converter is traditionally of 

the type voltage source (V -source) or current source (I-source), meaning that the converter operates 

on constant current or constant voltage [28]. 

The V-source converter is widely used and this type of converter requires an inductive load or source 

to operate. The I-source converter on the other hand requires a capacitive load/source in order to 

operate. Both types of converters are sensitive to electromagnetic interference (EMI) [29]. 

A multilevel converter combines capabilities of I-source and V-source converters, thus give the 

capability of either step up voltage or current if required, and is able to consume the same amount of 

reactive power as the rated power of the converter [28]. 

Figure 9 is a schematic of the occurring converters and their operation levels. It is important to note 

that in the range of 100 kW to 100 W there is wide range of DC-AC converters that operate. 

Modern converters have an efficiency of 98-96 % [28].  

Figure 8. A small change of open circuit voltage produces a large 20 – 40 % SOC 

estimation error [44]. 
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2.3.3 Charger 

The charger of a BESS can be a standalone component or integrated with the converter/inverter. Often 

the battery manufacturer and the manufacturer of chargers are not the same, and hence there can be 

conflicts in layout and unnecessary losses.
2
  

The charger is in reality a rectifier (with the possibility of controlling the output current and voltage) 

in combination with required filters. The charger software often includes charging profiles controlling 

current based on open circuit voltage. The charging profiles are often standardized for battery 

subtypes. A charger can be work on basis of pulses or with constant power, again based on the battery 

type limitations [30]. A modern charger can have an efficiency of 89-90 % [30]. 

  

                                                      

2
 In the case of installing RD&D platform components at STRI AB Ludvika charger and battery component were 

sold in parts. 

Figure 9. Type of converters [52]. 
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2.4 BEMS (Battery Energy Management System) 

An AC-grid connected battery storage consists in its most simple form of a battery and a converter, 

and has the ability to compensate for active power demand. Apart from the described components in 

previous paragraphs, there might be optional elements in use, such as filters and relays, adding to the 

complexity of the battery control system, and even more, the health of individual battery packs and 

internal battery cells should be taken into consideration. There are studies indicating that a well-

designed BEMS might improve battery performance by 28 % [31]. An example of a BEMS is 

individual measurement of, and charging strategies for, individual packs in order to minimize 

overvoltage and overcurrent. 

In [32] the method of load forecasting is outlined for a BESS. A load in a distribution grid can be fed 

by the BESS after consideration of the weather forecast. By separate call for production or discharging 

storage completely it might lead to the fact that a load might be avoided. This could also be included 

in the control system of the battery. 

 

2.5 Large scale BESS installations 

The world’s largest Lead-Acid energy-storage battery system was completed in late 1988. This a 40-

MWh battery, located in Chino, California, that uses individual industrial size Lead-Acid cells in 

series and parallel connection, to make a 10-MW system delivering energy into the utility grid at 2000 

V and 8000 A for 4 hours. AC to DC conversion is built into the system [33], [34]. 

BESS are often combined with various Flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS) components in 

order to consume or deliver reactive power and in order to compensate frequency deviations [35]. 

FACTS technology is an integration of power-electronics-based systems with operation of advanced 

power-semiconductor-based converters (or valves) with software-based information and control 

systems. The control system produces a compensated response to the transmission network that is 

interconnected through conventional switchgear and transformation equipment [17]. 
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2.6 Studied grid 

Measured data is collected from a Swedish DSO. In total, 326 GWh energy is annually transmitted in 

the grid and 20 wind power plants produce in total 24 GWh of electrical energy per year, a part of this 

grid is in focus, a medium voltage grid (Figure 10) and a distribution grid (Figure 11). 

Note that in total there are 14 wind power plants installed in the regional distribution grid connected to 

the “investigated substation” (marked in Figure 10 and diagrammed in detail in Figure 11) with the 

combined installed power of 12.2 MW. Data from the wind power turbines were acquired as 1 hour 

mean values of the active power. 

 

 

Figure 10. Overview of the investigated data, under each substation a 10 kV grid is present. 

Data for transformers were collected as well as data for transmission lines and cables. Some 

calculations regarding impedance were carried out in accordance to current national standards, 

primary SEN 24 01 02-03 and SS 424, in order to give the possibility to model the studied grid in a 

commercial power system software. 

Load data was collected from the “investigated substation”, on the 10 kV side of the transformer.  The 

data-sampling rate is 10 kHz and data is received as 10 minutes mean values. Active, reactive and 

complex power is measured as well as the voltage level. The data consists of a near one-year 

measurement, from Dec 2010 to Nov 2011. 
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Figure 11. Layout of 10 kV distribution grid. 
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3 Physical RD&D installation and 
performed improvements 

The RD&D platform at STRI was utilized for performed battery cycling in the Physical Hybrid Model. 

A functional control program for the RD&D had been set up in a previous master thesis [36]. The 

functionality, stability and control capabilities of the RD&D platform were investigated and 

modifications were done in order to increase the performance and adjust and develop the platform for 

the Physical Hybrid Model and enhance the flexibility for similar applications of the RD&D platform. 

Those adaptations included refurbishment of control program, installation of variable load, and 

overview of component interaction. 

 

3.1 RD&D platform, physical considerations 

The RD&D platform is constructed by STRI 

AB for the Smart Grid Energy Storage project 

lead by High Voltage Valley [37], [38]. The 

RD&D platform is described in [39]. The 

original architecture of the control system is 

described in detail in a previous master thesis 

[36], where a functioning control program was 

set up. See Figure 12 for physical layout. 

The RD&D platform consists of a wind turbine, 

solar cells, battery and charger, fuel cells, 

electrolyzer connected with both AC and DC 

(see Figure 13). 

Voltage and current measurements are sampled from the RD&D in each control and monitor box, see 

Figure 13, CM. A variable load was constructed for the experiment, connected to the “green 

electricity” output in Figure 13. The batteries used in the experiment are eight Lead-Acid batteries 

from Rolls of model T12 250, tailored in two parallel racks. The capacity of the batteries was 

considered 15 kWh, but according to the technical specification of T12 250, a large discrepancy could 

be found for discharge at one hour, eight hours and 20 hours, considering the available energy this 

would manifest in 7 kWh, 15 kWh or 19.2 kWh [40]. This is in line with the outlined battery 

performance (section 2.3.1, Electrochemical layout of batteries). Therefore the actual size of the 

capacity was not known for the performed experiment and was suspected to vary in an unlinear 

fashion. The capacity for the performed test cycles was approximated to be around 10 kWh due to the 

size of the installed loads. 

When investigating the functionality of the RD&D platform the charger was found to be controlled by 

an internal loading curve, adapted to the battery voltage when charging. As the charger was non 

controllable this enforced limitations on the Physical Hybrid Model, no peak production shaving could 

be performed, therefore one investigated scenario does only have the simulated model included, but 

not the physical response of the RD&D platform (section 4.2, Scenario 1: Peak production shaving 

with simulated overload, i.e. voltage and current). The fuse to the charger was proven too small, and 

was changed as well. 

Figure 12. RD&D platform and constructed 

load. 
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Figure 13 shows the electrical layout of the RD&D platform while Figure 14 is an enhanced 

visualization of components and sample points used in this experiment. The terminology follows the 

control program for the RD&D platform.  

 

Figure 13. Components in RD&D platform. 

 

Figure 14. Points of measurements for the RD&D platform. 
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3.2 Control system 

Measurements for the RD&D environment are taken by a voltage transformer and a current 

transformer, in Figure 13 labeled as a CMbox (a Control and Monitor Box, which also has control and 

switching functions). A National Instrument LabView user interface is used in order to control and 

monitor RD&D components, trough the CMboxes (see Figure 15). 

In the LabView interface, it is possible to switch components on or off in order to control the power 

flow in the RD&D platform. Apart from real-time measuring of points specified in Figure 13 and in 

Figure 14, the LabView interface renders the user the possibility to store sampled data. Weather data in 

term of wind speed, wind direction and solar irradiation is saved as well. 

The LabView interface was tailor made for the experiment, but built upon components made in a 

former master thesis project [36]. The previous LabView version was fully functional, but had to be 

refurbished in order to increase stability and trustworthiness of the RD&D platform. Sampling is done 

every 200 ms and in LabView. In LabView version one no mean average values were formed. In the 

updated version, one second mean average values are formed. Further, the functionality for 

implementing new control blocks was increased. LabView is graphical program language and it is 

possible to perform programming under one “graphical sheet” with a grand loop including every 

function represented as they physically appear, including all possible choices. This decreases 

exchangeability and overview, and makes it difficult to adapt an already made program. An alternative 

approach is to map similar functions in control blocks according to their function and logical layout of 

the program. In this order several similar functions can be stored in one control block, with greatly 

increasing overview. This was done in the new LabView interface. Also some of the physical CMbox 

number names did not correlate to their actual position and names which was corrected in the new 

LabView control program. 

 

 

Figure 15. Control environment RD&D platform. 
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Some other implementations were done as well, such as interlocking functions to avoid physical 

conflicts and ensure only one setting is active at time. Further recharging/discharging was created 

when voltage reached low and high values. At those instances, charging or recharging took place for a 

set amount of time. 

Unfortunately, the LabView software at the RD&D control computer was not updated at the same time 

as the new program version was put in use. The RD&D platform did originally not contain a full 

program version. This created memory loss and rendered a large amount of data series unusable. 

 

3.3 Variable load and adaption of the RD&D platform 

The RD&D system was fitted with a load by which the active power can be set to a desired value in 

orders to simulate a loading cycle. The variable load consists of six electric radiators connected in 

series; one with power rating of 250 W, two of 500 W and three of 1000 W (see Figure 16). The 

radiators are oil based [41]. The reactive power load for the radiators was not known, but the active 

power load for the radiators were measured to be between one and five percent of stated value. 

 

Figure 16. Variable load 

The radiators are connected to an overlying layer of the LabView control system through CMboxes, 

with possibility to control the load in steps of 250 W, ranging from 250 W to 3750 W (see Figure 17). 

Care had to be taken to avoid conflicts with the underlying control program, Figure 15, as both of the 

control programs desires the control of CMbox “charger” and “green load output”. This was solved by 

software update and programming enabling intercommunication of the different  LabView instances 

by customized user functions. An IP-tunnel was set up in order for remote access to the RD&D 

platform trough a Windows Remote Desktop Session. Most of the cycling was done through remote 

access. Further, the control function was implemented based on the open circuit voltage at high or low 

values, and in order to protect the battery it was tripped at those instances. 
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Figure 17. National Instrument LabView user interface for control program of load cycling. 
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4 Method 
In this chapter, the method to derive the BESS cycling curve is described. The data modification is 

explained and the actual RD&D cycling is clarified. Further, the simulation process for creating 

modified values is also outlined. This is done under General implementation, and with two scenarios 

the flexibility of the Physical Hybrid Model is displayed. 

 

4.1  General implementation 

The general implementation follows the procedure outlined in Introduction: 

1. Collect measurements from a real grid. 

2. Analyze measurement to retrieve loading cycle curve for BESS in the investigated grid. 

3. Scale BESS loading cycle based on maximal capacity, discharge and/or charge power. Scaling 

factor is known as k. 

4. Measure response from RD&D platform, i.e. voltage and current. 

5. Analyze and relate response of RD&D platform. 

6. Simulate investigated grid with inclusion of scaled-up response from the RD&D. 

 

4.1.1 Collected measurements 

Good data measurements are important in order to make a valid simulation. As basis for the Physical 

Hybrid Model data can be collected in terms of measurements of a direct measurement point or several 

points and transmission grid data. 

The Hosting Capacity approach (outlined in 2.2, Hosting Capacity) can be utilized in order to 

investigate how the investigated distribution grid performs under stress. If one wants to simulate 

increased production or load in a distribution grid, the line and transformer data is needed (and 

optimally data over capacitor banks and breaker data). 

In this master thesis project both the single node approach and the Hosting Capacity approach were 

explored, therefore extensive data were collected in order to make a realistic description of the 

investigated grid. Load data were only available from one node. 

The load data were collected from the grid outlined in section 2.6, Studied grid and the data were 

analyzed for measurement errors. Load data were available in 10 minutes mean values for active and 

reactive power and voltage. Wind production data was available with only one-hour values.  
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When interpolating data into 10-minute resolution it is likely that fluctuation in of the shorter time 

scale is not attuned for. It is probable that substantial wind variations can occur for the duration shorter 

than one hour, this can give rise to differences between 10 minutes values and hour value usage, see 

Figure 18. Therefore, data with an hourly resolution were used for further processing. 

 

Figure 18. Deduction of extrapolated 10 minute values for production from measurement series. 

First plot illustrates when 10 minutes average value data is resampled into 1 hour average 

values. For the second plot 1 hour average values are resampled into 10 minute 

 

4.1.2 Deriving BESS loading cycle curve 

When data has been validated, a loading cycle curve is deducted. If data is collected from a grid in 

which overload is present, the voltage and current value can directly be scaled to the RD&D platform. 

If the grid is not already overloaded, it can be stressed with the Hosting Capacity limit approach. It this 

master thesis it is done by the usage of Matlab and a commercial simulation tool (Appendix A for 

program description). An unacceptable deterioration in a grid can be for example 6 % overload based 

on one or several phenomena.  

When Hosting Capacity is reached in this study, the production is increased further so that 

performance indices as overload in cables, overhead lines or transformers or that voltage exceed their 

HC limits 5 % of the time. 

The charger limitation and the uncertainty in storage size provided limitations concerning types of 

scenarios that could actually be tested on the RD&D platform (Chapter 3, Physical RD&D installation 

and performed improvements). No peak load shaving could be performed, only load following.  

As the aim of the master thesis project was to develop and test a functional Physical Hybrid Model a 

modification of load flow values were made to suite the RD&D platform as the collected data 

originated from a grid without overload. The power load in the grid was isolated (by deducting 

production values) and a limit for overload selected so that the “shape” of the battery profile would 

suite the RD&D platform  (see 4.3, Scenario 2: Load following on basis of load profile). 
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4.1.3 Scale BESS  loading cycle based on maximal capacity and discharge and charge power of 

RD&D platform. 

When scaling the loading cycle curve the battery capability of the RD&D must be known. An 

approximation of 10 kWh energy content of the RD&D system was used. 

The scaling gives a measurement of how many times the response of the RD&D (measured voltage 

and current) must be magnified in order to give desired effect on the investigated grid. This can also be 

seen as several units distributed in the investigated grid. 

 

4.1.4 Measure response from the RD&D platform (i.e. voltage and current) 

The response of the RD&D is measured in order to allow for further data processing. Measurements 

from RD&D platform are sampled each 200 ms and stored as 1 second mean values in a log file. Only 

5 days of logged data could be read into Matlab before memory overload occurred. A script was 

therefore developed that sorted and manipulated values, see Figure 19 for an example of the loss of 

accuracy due to average values being used. 

 

Figure 19. Loss off accuracy in data, mean value production in Matlab. 1 second values are 

transformed into 10 minutes mean values. Red represents the mean values. 

 

The reduction in accuracy was measured for second, minute and 10 minute intervals. The reduction in 

accuracy when logging 1 minute’s values in comparison to 1 second values is acceptable for energy 

calculations (below 1 %). When calculating minimizing of standard deviation over the inverter using 

10 minutes values resulted in a reduction of accuracy above 2 %, which were perceived as 

unacceptable (see chapter 5 ). One second values could be used for the investigated loading cycle. One 

minutes values were used for calculating loading cycles (see 5.4 Measuring and analyzing the 

response from the RD&D platform - Scenario 2). 

As the battery capacity and performance was unknown, a set of shorter test cycles were run before the 

actual loading cycle in order to get a better understanding RD&D capacity and performance. 
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4.1.5 Analyze and relate response of RD&D platform 

The response of the RD&D platform is rescaled with the scale factor to investigate the size increase or 

the number of storage system needed in the distribution grid. At this point in the Physical Hybrid 

Model further data analyzing might be needed based on the level of accuracy chosen from the RD&D 

measurements. 

There is a possibility to install power quality measurements based in the frequency domain. This part 

of the Physical Hybrid Model is not implemented at the time being. 

 

4.1.6 Simulate investigated grid with inclusion of scaled-up response from the RD&D 

If desired, the final step in the Physical Hybrid Model is completed with a power flow simulation and 

comparison with the desired change in power flow. For this step, a load flow model of the investigated 

grid is needed. Part of the functionality in the outlined HC approach is utilized for this step (Appendix 

A). 

A brief description follows of the models in the commercial software tool Simpow, which are utilized 

in this step (and optionally might be used in the HC approach). 

In order to simulate the regional distribution grid, Simpow is used for load flow calculations. Simpow 

is an intergratable power system simulation tool, which can be used in order to simulate a wide range 

of fields, including the load flow simulation down to simulating within the frequency domain [42]. 

Two models have been designed in Simpow in order to simulate the power flow in the grid (see 

Appendix C, Figure C 1 and Figure C 2). 

The reduced simulation model has a swing bus at 130 kV potential and includes cables and overhead 

lines at the intermediate voltage level of 40 kV. In this model, the production is modeled as a negative 

load and combined with the measured load on the low voltage side of a 40/10 kV transformer. The 

Simpow simulation environment takes into consideration the transformer tap position, and compensate 

to optimal position. 

Figure C 2 shows the complete model including the entire 10 kV network below the 40/10 kV 

transformer. On basis of the reduced model the hosting capacity in the regional distribution grid can be 

decided and used as input for determining the cycling of the RD&D platforms battery storage. 

Parameters for the capacity, charging and discharging were iterated from existing commercial BESS. 

The complete model is fully functional but not yet connected to the Matlab scripts. 
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4.2 Scenario 1: Peak production shaving with simulated overload 

In order to test the function of the Physical Hybrid Model the power of the modeled grid was 

increased. The RD&D platform did not have the possibility to control the charging power, only the 

load connected to the battery storage could be varied. Therefore no production shaving could be 

performed, only load following to “shave” the peak from top load could be performed. Therefore, this 

scenario was not completed with a final RD&D simulation. 

In this scenario the HC approach was utilized and data from investigated grid was used to retrieve an 

optimal loading cycle. The HC approach is also described in detail in [43],[44] and [39]. 

Based on real measurements a chosen HC limit was transgressed by increasing the wind power 

production. 

Based on power flow in an overloaded grid optimal battery size and power charge/discharge were 

iterated by: 

1. By using existing values from a real battery installation and performing calculations 

2. Modifying battery capacity values, battery charger values and battery inverter values until 

“optimal” storage capability is achieved. This process is iterative and follows steps of: 

a. Finding optimal storage capacity with investigated battery. The charger power and 

inverter power in relationship to the battery capacity is kept constant (Figure 20 

illustrates such battery capacity) 

b. Finding optimal charger for the given isolated battery capacity. Storage capacity and 

inverter power is kept constant. 

c. Finding the smallest allowed inverter for the investigated grid based on the isolated 

battery capacity and the battery charger power. Storage capacity and inverter power is 

kept constant. 

 

The process is iterative and continues until a battery have been found that can store the most amount 

of energy the otherwise would be forced to be spilled to the grid (or curtailed). This value will be an 

optimal value based on the set-up in the grid and the performed calculations. Figure 20 illustrates the 

process of finding the optimal battery size. 

Note shall be taken that with “optimal” in report is a battery storage configuration that gives the best 

“value for the money”. This problem is illustrated in Figure 21, where an increase in size after a 

certain value only give a small increase in grid performance. Increasing the storage from 1 to 10 MWh 

gives a much larger increase in “saved” energy than the increase of storage after 20 MWh.  
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Figure 20. Finding optimal size. The figure illustrates the process of finding the optimal battery 

storage capacity with fixed relationship between battery capacity, inverter power and charger 

power. 
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Figure 21. Battery storage system of increasing size. Forced curtailment is the amount of energy 

that must be spilled in order to avoid overload in grid. After ca 10 to 15 MWh of battery 

capacity further increase of storage capacity gives less in terms amount of curtailed energy that 

can be stored. 

 

Apart from analysing the grid in depth, and optimizing the battery storage for the grid, a suiting week 

to test the RD&D platform on was selected. The week was found by investigating possibility to 

minimizing standard deviation for a week. A decrease of standard deviation by 10 % approximately 

correspond to a maximal possible decrease in losses by 1 %, derived from the definition of standard 

deviation. 
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No strict economical considerations were take due to the fact that the price ranges for BESS are 

variable and not a lot of units are so far introduced on the market. Most of the storage systems in place 

are used as testing facilities. 
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4.3 Scenario 2: Load following on basis of load profile 

In this scenario, load following is investigated. For investigated grid, an imagined limit for overload is 

introduced. This was mainly done in order to test the Physical Hybrid Model and the load flow in the 

investigated distribution grid was modified in order to express only load and no wind power 

production. A week was selected with high load and small amount of wind power production. Figure 

22 illustrates the isolated load of that week. 

 

 

Figure 22. Power flow values of investigated week, week 45 2011. 

The actual capacity of the RD&D batteries was nominally 15 kWh but due to restrictions imposed on 

the open circuit voltage and dis-linearity of batteries (see background for further information) the 

exact capacity of the batteries was unknown and expected to vary with charge and discharge current. 

With an approximation of 10 kWh discharge capability a Matlab script was produced that allowed at 

maximum 10 kWh discharge in one discharge cycle. The cycling profile were scaled so that an even 

number of battery storage systems could be utilized, which resulted in a limit of 6.1 MW. This 

imaginary HC limit produced a loading cycle that was optimal for the RD&D platform; the batteries 

would at maximum number of occasions be stressed with their maximum allowed outtake.  

The input values for the Matlab script generating battery cycle curve had time resolution of 10 

minutes, but one-hour values were sent as input in order to minimize error discussed in 4.1.1, 

Collected measurements. 
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5 Results 
5.1 Collecting measurements 

Measurements for the selected grid was collected and investigated. 

For overview of the studied grid, see section 2.6 Studied grid and Appendix B. 

5.2 Deriving BESS loading cycle curve 

For deriving the loading cycle curve two different approaches were investigated. For scenario 1 the 

HC approach with increased production from wind power plants was utilized and for scenario 2 the 

single node approach with adapted HC limit to suite the physical layout of the RD&D platform was 

utilized. 

The loading cycle curve is based on the limitations in the RD&D platform and calculated by Matlab. 

Other functionalities investigated in Matlab were; loading cycles based on enforced percentage of 

overload, longest discharge interval and a fixed charge interval, i.e. time of overload of the longest 

overload peak. 

Experiments were also conducted on which loading profiles were investigated on basis of the Nord 

Pool spot price. Those loading cycles could also have been used as input for the experiment outlined in 

this thesis. 

 

5.2.1 Scenario 1:  Loading cycle for investigated grid 

A value of the power was set so that HC limit was surpassed 3 % of the time. The calculations where 

done in accordance to Appendix A and to reduce all overloading. 

In the iterative process described in Appendix D the optimal size for the investigated HC limit was 

found to be 4 MW with a capacity of the charger of 1.2 MW and a possible discharge of 0.2 MW. 

Furthermore, a week with high variation of standard deviation was found in order for the possibility to 

retrieve maximal amount of power when minimizing losses in the investigated grid. Week 21 was 

selected as a good candidate for the possibility to minimize losses (Figure 23). 

Scenario 1 was not investigated further, as there was not possibility to control the charger, thus 

rendering it impossible to conduct peak load shaving with the investigated battery storage. 

From the definition of standard deviation it is possible to make the following assumption 

(Function 1): 

  

     Function 1. Generation of losses. 

And Function 1 thus implies that the lossses in the grid is correlating to the standard deviation of the 

investigated grid. If a week have high standard deviation in relation to mean value that implies that is 

it might be possible to decrease the losses in the grid for that time period.  
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Figure 23. Average current through transformer and possibility to reduce standard devitation. 

With a high relationship between standard deviation and mean value to possibility to reduce 

losses is higher. 

 

5.2.2 Scenario 2: Generated BESS loading cycle for week 45 

A loading cycle was retrieved according to chapter 4, Method. The week were chosen on the basis of 

the highest standard deviation, thus yielding it the possibility to minimize standard deviation. By 

minimizing the standard deviation the power flow in the grid is affected, and therefore enhancing the 

quality in the grid. 

  

Average current per week with min and max values indicated. 

Standard deviation / mean current 
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5.3 Scaling the response - Scenario 2 

The load cycle in Figure 24 was based on the week values of week 45. (The power flow for this week 

is given in Figure 22). The loading cycle provided the basis for the RD&D experiment. The charger 

could not be controlled and was therefore modeled as a constant value, taken from charger user 

manual and measured values of the RD&D platform. 

By scaling the battery cycle the desired k value was found to be 178.46. The scaling was done in 

accordance to maximal capacity of the load (discharge possibility). 
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Figure 24. BESS loading cycling scaled to RD&D platform based on week 45. Red is discharge 

power and green is charge power in the battery system in the RD&D platform. 
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5.4 Measuring and analyzing the response from the RD&D platform - 

Scenario 2 

A set of constant load test cycles were conducted to find capacity of the RD&D platform. Based on the 

test cycles and the performed week cycling some general conclusions could be drawn about the 

RD&D platform. The test cycles are described in detail in Appendix E. The test cycles were (with one 

exception) done under constant load. 

With the performed week-cycling the desired power flow to and from a virtual BESS could be 

compared with physical measurements of the RD&D. 

Some conclusions regarding the RD&D are summarized: 

 The efficiency of the RD&D platforms Xantrex inverter was around 90 % at high loads. 

 The efficiency of the RD&D platforms Xantrex inverter was around 30 % at lowest load 

         (250 W). 

 The RD&D platforms discharge capacity was measured to be 10 kWh. 

 Required energy to charge the RD&D platform was much higher, above 16 kWh,  

         and includes losses in the conversion from AC to chemical energy 

 The RD&D platforms round trip efficiency was measured to be 60.5 %. 

5.4.1 Constant load test cycles 

Table 2 displays parameters of the investigated RD&D platform. The maximum efficiency found for 

one of the test load cycles was 60.5 %. The minimum efficiency found was 52 %.  

The test load cycles were initiated by full discharge of the battery until a level where the control 

program in LabView forbade further discharging (due to a voltage limit). Care was taken so that the 

same procedure was followed when initiating the discharge process in order to be able to generate 

comparable results. 

By analyzing the loading cycles in Appendix E some loading cycles are found that with a clear 

discrepancy between input and output energy. They have not been matched, and this could have been 

avoided if the open circuit voltage were measured at rest in the beginning and end of the test cycle, 

making sure an equal value was sampled. Note should be taken; that due to hysteresis the voltage must 

be measured at near full or near empty battery capacity (see 2.3.1.3 Modeling State of Charge). 

According to Table 2 the energy possible to discharge is approximately 10 kWh, this table also 

includes values for the cycled week. 
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Table 2. RD&D platform with values from Appendix E. When it was apparent that there had 

been residing energy in the battery when performing the experiment those values were omitted. 

Values are also included from the full week cycle. 

 Value mean Value max  Value min 

BESS efficiency 57 % 60.5 % 52 %  

BESS discharge [kWh] 

(one occasion) 

9.4 

(all above 8) 

10.4 - 

BESS charged [kWh] 

(one occasion) 

- 18.4 - 

Xantrex inverter efficiency 89.5 91.5 % 88.5 % 

 

In order to verify that the usage of one minute’s values does not introduce an unacceptable reduction 

off accuracy, one-second measurements are compared with one-minute mean values and 10-minute 

mean values, Table 3. The reduced accuracy seems to be acceptable, but 10 minutes values should be 

avoided if possible. 

Table 3. Accuracy of measurements compared with one second values 

 Deviation one minute average [%] Deviation 10 minutes average [%] 

Current mean <0.1 <0.1 

Power mean <0.1 <0.1 

Voltage mean <0.1 <0.1 

Energy in 0.1 – 0.5 0.1 – 0.5 

Energy out 0.2 – 0.5 0.2 – 0.5 

BESS efficiency <0.1 <0.1 

Xantrex 

efficiency 

<1 <3 

 

 

5.4.2 Cycling of Week 45, 2011 

A full week cycling was done on basis of week 45, 2011 (see Figure 22), with the desired load flow in 

the investigated grid (see Figure 24). The Xantrex inverter managed to keep the output current at a 

constant level (see Figure 25). If a larger version of the RD&D platform was constructed with similar 

power electronics as a BESS and with similar grid conditions as a large installation a voltage curve as 

the one in Figure 25 might imply that positive effects concerning voltage stability.  
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Figure 25. Voltage response from RD&D platform for week 45 2011. Values are measured 

before the battery charger and after the Xantrex inverter, which would give the total 

performance of the investigated RD&D system. 

The open circuit voltage is plotted versus the power in Figure 26 and versus the current in Figure 27. 

The RD&D platforms input signal for current and power is measured before the charger and the output 

signal is sampled the load (‘green load’ in Figure 14). The potential is sampled directly from the 

battery poles. 

Figure 26 displays the full week loading cycle from the battery. It should be noted that the negative 

values represent a discharging to a connected load and the positive values represent the charging of the 

batteries. The power flow of the battery can be seen on the left y-axis. The voltage of the batteries is 

seen on the right y-axis (blue plot). 

From Figure 26 it can be seen that the voltage of the batteries varies when the batteries are discharged 

and charged. It can be noted that during the middle of the week a long period of a near zero power 

flow occurred (for unknown reasons). When the power flow was near zero, it was clear that the 

voltage maneuverability was minimized. The on-line voltage level give an approximation of the SOC, 

but a better value would have been found if the batteries had been allowed to rest a while before the 

voltage was measured. 

 

Figure 26. Power flow to and from the RD&D platform and open circuit voltage for cycled week. 
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 Figure 27 gives similar information as Figure 26, but here the current is plotted versus the open circuit 

voltage. It can be seen that for high loads the current from the battery pack is more than 7 times as 

large as the current influx. It is interesting to note that from a perceived steady state value (Figure 27, 

a) a small increase in inrush current seems to create a greater response than the outrush current. 

Unfortunately the inrush current is measured under another voltage level, and the actual current and 

voltage level to the batteries are not measured, also a battery cell voltage cycle might have long 

periods with only a very small increase in voltage (which is in line with the discussions in section 

2.3.1). 

By comparing Figure 26 with Figure 27 it seem as the open circuit voltage varies between 47 and 63 

Volts and charging the batteries seems to affect the battery voltage more than discharging. (This is in-

line with results from other reports [45] that showed that charging batteries affect the health more than 

discharging). 

 

Figure 27. Current flow to and from the RD&D platform and open circuit voltage for cycled 

week. 

Measurements were also taken before and after the Xantrex inverter component. In Figure 28 the 

efficiency of the Xantrex inverter is displayed for the experiment based on week 45, 2011. It should be 

noted that the charging periods are omitted; only discharging is displayed in the graph, in total 16 

a 
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discharging cycles.

 

Figure 28.  Efficiency for Xantrex inverter during discharge, efficiency is lower for low power 

usage. Periods of charging the batteries are omitted in the figure as they does not affect the 

Xantrex inverter (no power throught the inverter). The time is in seconds. 

Based on cycle, week 45, the RD&D platforms system efficiencies were decided, see Table 4. The 

round trip efficiency was 60.5 %, which is in line with what one could expect from a Lead-Acid 

battery. 

Table 4. RD&D platform characteristics cycled week 45. 

 Value 

Week cycle BESS efficiency 60.5 % 

Xantrex (inverter) efficiency 89 % 

 

5.5 Simulation with inclusion of up-scaled response – scenario 2 

For simulation of the BESS the RD&D platform is assumed to have properties as in Table 5, (taken 

from Table 2 and from RD&D platform parameters. When calculating the response the powerflow in 

the transformer was the performance index that caused overload. Therefore, the capacity of the 

transformer was reduced to 6.2 MW in order to create comparable results for the simulation (effect of 

reactive power considered) 

The powerflow for the investigated grid was investigated and compared to the desired loading curve 

and the actual measured loading curve. 

For the physical RD&D experiment there was no possibility to modify the reactive power, the reactive 

power of the grid was therefore considered unaffected by the inclusion of the BESS. Original 

measurements from of reactive power were utilized. 
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Table 5. Parameters for BESS simulation. 

Parameter Total capacity Charger (Over) Load k 

Value RD&D 10 kWh 1.4 kW 0.25 - 3.725 kW 178.46 

Value BESS 1.79 MWh 250 kW 44.6 – 664.8 kW   

 

 

For the simulations of the grid can be seen that the measured cycle quite well follows the BESS cycle 

curve, Figure 29.It should be noted that at several occasion the RD&D platform was not able to deliver 

as much energy as desired. It should also be noted that at occasions the BESS loading cycle curve 

transgress the set value for hosting capacity. The charging of the experiment was modeled as constant 

load, and care was not taken to consider the actual power flow of the grid for discharge, only the 

charging was considered. This modeling was brought up to notice and is mitigated for further 

implementation of the Physical Hybrid Model. The modification of the power flow in the grid in 

Figure 29 would have been a suppression of loading peaks. 

 

 
Figure 29. Power flow of the investigated grid. The black curve is the powerflow of the 

investigated grid. The blue curve is the  

The detailed determination of the HC limit in the power system varied between 5.95 and 6.18 MW, 

Figure 30. 
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Figure 30. Hosting Capacity limits simulated in Simpow power system analysis. 

Figure 31 and Figure 32 shows how the BESS reduces the amount of overload. It can be seen that 

reduction answer from the RD&D platform seems to follow the desired loading curve, but have a time 

delay. The different figures represent two different loading cycles. 

 

Figure 31. Amount of overload in the investigated grid. The figure represent a selected week 

cycling. 
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Figure 32. Amount of overload in the investigated grid. The figure represent a selected week 

cycling. 
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6 Discussion 
This master thesis project has shown the possibility to investigate the effect of a real size 

battery storage on an existing node in a distribution grid, without the need of constructing the 

actual real size storage application. 

The usage of the Physical Hybrid Model showed a deviation of 6 % between desired values, 

measured values and scaled response (i.e. measured voltage and current). This values could be 

scalable to large scale Lead-Acid battery storage systems, but it is hard to actually false proof 

this conclusion as the large scale facilities often includes various FACT (Flexible AC 

Transmission) devices, modifying the actual power flow. A more probable scenario of the 

output for the Physical Hybrid Model is to scale the measured response from the Research 

Development and Demonstration (RD&D) platform, as several small-scale units, spread out 

in a distribution grid. A study of a large-scale power system grid model implemented with the 

Hosting Capacity (HC) approach and Physical Hybrid Model responses spread out in various 

nodes would be an interesting contribution in the ongoing debate regarding distributed 

generation and voltage stability. 

The efficiency of the converter in the RD&D platform was measured to be 89 %. This is a 

little bit lower compared to state of the art converters, but this type of converter on the other 

hand has the possibility to control the active power flow to and from the battery and to set 

power limits, time for charging and react on grid voltage levels. Unfortunately, the Xantrex 

converter is not at the moment connected in this fashion. The RD&D converter does not have 

the possibility to control reactive power, but seem to uphold a constant voltage level. 

In the following sections, gained knowledge and general reflections connected to the Physical 

Hybrid Model is summarized. 

6.1 General thoughts 

The need for the Physical Hybrid Model was proven as it proved hard to theoretically 

compare batteries. Lead-Acid and Lithium-Ion batteries have different electrochemical 

properties. The Lithium-Ion batteries consists of subgroups, due to different ions, the 

subgroups can be very different. To make better conclusions data of several battery types 

would be needed in order to compare, and create look-up tables for transforming values 

collected in the RD&D platform and compare with other types of values. The RD&D platform 

might be used to test other simulation models of batteries, which could then be included in the 

operation algorithm of the RD&D platform. 

As shown in this thesis the hysteresis and relaxation seems to affect the performance greatly. 

It is not possible to extract, as much energy from the batteries as they are charged with, 

therefore the charging-discharging curves should be investigated in detail. 

Furthermore, considerations should be taken regarding the other components in the battery 

storage system. Converters are sensitive to EMS and must be protected. Also the converters 

ancillary services should be considered, regarding a multilevel converter there would be some 

possibility to affect reactive powerflow, voltage and current, which should be utilized for 

maximum effect of a BESS. 

The charger component for RD&D platform (convert/rectifier as well) was not sold as a 
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system with the batteries. A complete system that would have been measured and tested to 

suite the charger application would have been a better solution. Optimally the charger type 

would correspond to a specific battery type, and also the charger would compensate for aging, 

but it is also understandable that the charger profiles are hard to change, and care should be 

taken, as charging the battery with too high voltage and current the battery might be severely 

damaged. 

6.2 Possible improvements of the Physical Hybrid Model 

There is also a value in performing research on the already installed RD&D platform, and 

increase competence within the “smart grid” research area. 

In the near future, it would be possible to improve the Physical Hybrid Model in several ways, 

with the required improvements to for continued research: 

 Installing a charger that can be controlled (but take note, battery parameters should be 

closely monitored in order to avoid damage of batteries). 

 Connect voltage and current measurement after the charger, in order to be able to map 

charger performance. 

And further improvements are: 

 Model control algorithm based on the open circuit voltage for a rough approximation 

of the SOC. 

 Individual voltage measurements on each battery pack, or at least on each line of 

batteries in parallel. This would improve health of the batteries of if regulation is 

adapted towards spreading the power evenly over the different batteries. 

 Invest in Lithium-Ion batteries, for example of Nickel Cobalt Aluminum Oxide or 

Titanate type, which are gaining popularity within power usage. 

There are several improvements of the Physical Hybrid Model that, on a longer term, could be 

included. Those would be:  

 A better model of the battery SOC in orders to better know the real-time capacity of 

the energy storage. This would form the basis for a real time control algorithm (and in 

the end, the Physical part of the Physical hybrid model could be avoided). 

 Design a real time control algorithm, which would allow forecasting of future load and 

production based on historic data, trends and the RD&D platforms weather sensors. 

This would allow RD&D platform to operate on real time values and with the 

inclusion of real time production. If data is sampled in point in a grid of interest, the 

actual real time effect could be simulated with an extended Physical Hybrid Model, 

scaled production and forecasted battery flow. 

 It would be desirable to have a BEMS, in order to improve performance. If 

implemented in simulation this BEMS should follow the large-size system 

configuration in order to achieve comparability. This might be hard to achieve. 

 Include measurements in the frequency domain in order to compare power quality 

indices, like harmonics. 
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6.3 Lessons learned from adapting the RD&D platform 

Several lessons were learned when adapting the RD&D platform for the experiment carried out in this 

master of science thesis. The implementation of the variable load was done with the assistance of 

personnel at STRI AB, and was a good solution for creating a cheap and reliable load for an active 

power control. 

In order to perform the experiment the layout of the LabView national instruments had to be modified. 

A fully functional control program for the RD&D had been set up in a previous master thesis [36]. 

This program had to be modified in order to improve functionality, stability and structure. The most 

important lessons were that a control program for a test environment must be simple and trustworthy. 

When testing new settings, there are many things that can go wrong, and the program should be as 

slick as possible. 

The following changes were implemented: 

 No conflicts could be set by the user. By interlocking functions only one setting can be active 

at one time. 

 Some internal parameter renaming was made in order to better map programmed and physical 

device designation. 

 Data sampling rate and mean value forming was looked over and streamlined. 

 The control PC was updated with new software. The old one caused memory leakage. 

 A fuse to charger was changed, due to wrong sizing. 

 New wires and connections to installed variable loads 

 New control program for variable load. 

 

6.4 Final thoughts 

Performing a practical experiment is very different from doing a theoretical study and things can go 

wrong at several instances. It is therefore important to be thorough, in planning and execution and to 

be to able map available resources. This project was gave important insight and of how it is to work in 

new and uncharted territories. 
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Appendix A. HC approach with commercial 

software 
Matlab code for generating data after the HC approach is based on code developed by Nicholas 

Etherden for which results are presented in for example (Etherden & Bollen, Increasing the Hosting 

Capacity of Distribution Networks by Curailment of Renewable Energy Resources, 2011) & (Bollen & 

Etherden, 2011). 

HC approach with MATLAB and Simpow commercial power system tool 

Generation of the loading cycle in Matlab is done in three steps: 

1. Increasing the amount of production until distribution grid is overloaded a certain percentage 

of the time. 

2. Determine amount of energy that needs to be dispatched in order for the overload of the 

regional distribution grid to be relived. 

3. Calculate flow to and from the battery storage. 

BESS cycle produced under this approach alleviates production peaks and is referred to as production 

shaving, thus requiring the possibility to control the charger power of a BESS. For the investigated 

grid with 6 % overload the probability of a value of overload in the forthcoming time value from an 

already overloaded value was 25 %. If the grid was not overload the probability of an overloaded 

value were less than 3 %, thus requiring a controllable charge power.  

A brief description follows of the Matlab code utilized: 

Figure A 1 gives an overview of the Matlab code used in order to process input data and initiate 

Simpow load flow calculation through dos callback. As input for the Matlab program, the data for the 

grid, the load and production is read in Import data script. Optimal battery storage is found with the 

Define powerflow to storage function, see Table A1. Overview of Matlab program for function 

specification. 

 

Table A1. Overview of Matlab program 

Matlab file  Parameters that are set Parameter that are investigated 

Import data - Length of interval 

- Length of time step 

- Losses calculation 

- Initial production 

- Size of battery storage 

 

Create SimpowCommands - Input file to Simpow  

Read in load flow results  - Output file from Simpow 

Calculate curtailment  - Amount of curtailment 

Define powerflow to storage - Type of battery investigation - Optimal battery cycling 

Perform load flow with storage - Input file to Simpow  
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Figure A 1. Matlab program overview. UML sequence diagram. 
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Appendix B. Collected data 
In this appendix the collected data is presented. Load data was collected from the “investigated 

substation”, on the 10 kV side of the transformer (2.6, Studied grid).  The data-sampling rate is 10 kHz 

and data is received as 10 minutes mean values. Active, reactive and complex power is measured as 

well as the voltage level. The data consists of a near one-year measurement, from Dec 2010 to Nov 

2011. 

Note shall be taken than in Figure B 1 it can be seen that the data collected in the beginning is most 

probably sampled as phase to neutral instead of phase to phase data. 

 

Figure B 1. Data values. 

Some calculations were made in order to transform the data from the faulty installed PQ-meter into 

phase to phase data (Figure B 2) and the data appeared to be usable, especially considering the total 

deviation of the combination of all the phases. The start of the data series was later on not used, even 

though that data appeared usable. The different set-ups of data measuring were still not compatible 

when used in calculations and generated errors in SimPow simulations.  
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Figure B 2. Transformation of indata. 

 

The investigated grid had N-1 backup, as there are two transformers, with only one in place at the time 

(Figure B 3). For simulations with the investigated grid the values from the different transformers 

were combined.  
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Figure B 3. Usage of transformers in investigated substation. 

 

For a shorter period of the time the voltage had a higher variation than expected (Figure B 4). This was 

investigated with grid-company, but no specific answer could be given for the change in operation. 

This affect was not considered to affect the performance of the grid substationally. 
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Figure B 4. Voltage variation in investigated grid. 

 

As stated in the report (2.6, Studied grid) interpolating hour values into 10 minutes values were a cause of concern. 

Investigating the values measured from the grid (Metrum power quality measurement of active, reactive and complex 

power) it was seen that the deviation of measurements were acceptable. Less than 3 % of the measurements 

considering the fraction between the measured apparent power and derived apparent power from, reactive and 

complex power 
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Figure B 5). 
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Figure B 5. Accuracy of measured values, relation sqrt(P^2 + Q^2)/S 
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Appendix C. Grid simulation models 

used in commercial power system 

simulation software. 

 

Figure C 1"Reduced grid model of , 130/40 kV grid. 
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Figure C 2. Complete model of investigated substation, including 10 kV distribution grid and 

wind turbines. 
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Appendix D. Example of response 

from scenario 2. Peak production 

shaving. 
As the calculation of optimal BESS cycle based on the HC approach is an iterative process with visual 

analyzation not all of the loading cycles are displayed. Each calculation is time consuming and 

includes the usage of commercial third party power system analysis software as outlined in Appendix 

A. 

First the optimal capacity based on parameters in the grid is calculated (Figure D 1 - Figure D 2). 

Then the size of the storage is locked in order find optimal size of discharge (Figure D 3 - Figure D 4). 

Finally the optimal charge is found (Figure D 5 - Figure D 6) and the process restarts. 

Some interesting numbers could be retrieved from the calculations, 45 MWh was needed to avoid all 

curtailment and charge/discharge factor was decided for the calculations to be: 

 5.56 Above 10 MW 

 5.19 below 10 MW 
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Figure D 1. Run number 1, parameters as from studied grid. 
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Figure D 2. Run number 1. Perceived optimal storage, capacity and charge/discharge power in 

relation to storage capacity. 
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Figure D 3. Run nr 2, with values from run number one find optimal discharge. 
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Figure D 4. Run nr 2, with values from run number one performed to find optimal discharge. 
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Figure D 5. Powerflow of run number 3 with values from run number 2, performed to find 

optimal charge. 
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Figure D 6. Run number 3 based on values from run number 2, performed in order to find 

optimal charge. 
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Appendix E. Response from RD&D platform 
In this appendix includes different measured responses for loading cycles from the RD&D platform. 

For each loading cycle the batteries were charged at maximum and discharged under constant load in 

order to investigate the response from the RD&D platform. 

The appendix ends with a numerical summation of the investigated loading cycles, Table E 1. 

 

Figure E 1. Loading cycle 2 500 W . 
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Figure E 2. Loading cycle 2, 2 500 W. 
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Figure E 3. Loading cycle 3, 2 750 W. 
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Figure E 4. Loading cycle 4, 1 000 - 4 000 W. 
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Figure E 5. Loading cycle 5. 2 000 W. 
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Figure E 6. Loading cycle 6. 2 000 W. 
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Figure E 7. Loading cycle 7, 1 000 W. 
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Table E 1. Numerical representation of performed loading cycles. 

Test cycle Losses 

Xantrex 

[kWh] 

Efficiency 

Xantrex 

BESS charged 

[kWh] 

BESS discharged 

[kWh] 

Round trip grid-

to-grid efficiency 

Minimized 

voltage deviation 

with [%] 

Max current 

in (charger) 

[A] 

Max current 

out  (load) 

[A] 

2 500 W 327 0.885 16474.4 8631 0.524 28.8 8.16 67.34 

2 500 W 321 0.889 1535.7 2945.44 1.916 69.7 3.05 35.61 

2 750 W 303 0.898 12631 10473 0.829 53.7 8.04 73.14 

2 000 W 239 0.893 17191 9925 0.576 74 8.06 77.7 

2 000 W 239 0.893 18368 10525 0.573 30.8 4.79 60 

1 000 W 113 0.900 2905 7278 2.5 48.8 7.53 25.18 

1 000 – 3 500 W 175 0.915 15962 10415 0.652 32 8 69 

 

 

 

 


